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ABSTRACT
Side channel attacks are becoming a major threat to the security of embedded systems. Countermeasures proposed to overcome Simple Power
Analysis (SPA) and Differential Power Analysis (DPA), are data masking, table masking, current flattening, circuitry level solutions, dummy
instruction insertions and balancing bit-flips. All these techniques are
either susceptible to multi-order side channel attacks, not sufficiently
generic to cover all encryption algorithms, or burden the system with
high area cost, run-time or energy consumption.
A HW/SW based randomized instruction injection technique is proposed in this paper to overcome the pitfalls of previous countermeasures. Our technique injects random instructions at random places
during the execution of an application which protects the system from
both SPA and DPA. Further, we devise a systematic method to measure
the security level of a power sequence and use it to measure the number of random instructions needed, to suitably confuse the adversary.
Our processor model costs 1.9% in additional area for a simplescalar
processor, and costs on average 29.8% in runtime and 27.1% in additional energy consumption for six industry standard cryptographic
algorithms.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.2 [Design Methodology]: Feature evaluation and selection, Pattern
analysis
General Terms
Security, Design, Measurement
Keywords
Side Channel Attack, Random Instruction Injection, Pattern Matching,
Cross Correlation, Power Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

As security concerns in embedded systems escalate, researchers increasingly try to find superior countermeasures to combat Side Channel
Attacks (SCAs). Adversaries find properties such as power usage [12],
processing time [4] and electro magnetic(EM) emissions [21], to correlate these external manifestations with internal computations. These
properties are used to obtain critical information, such as a secret key
of a secure application. Power analysis has been the most effective
technique to extract secret keys during the execution of cryptographic
algorithms using SCAs. [12, 15, 17].
Two types of power analysis attacks are used: (1) Simple Power
Analysis (SPA); and (2) Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [20]. SPA
involves the identification of computations and instructions used in a
system by analyzing the power wave observed. DPA attacks are much
more powerful than SPA attacks, as statistical analysis is used on the
observed power wave to find secret keys [18, 20]. Typically, the adversary observes the power dissipated, and tries to identify specific
power wave segments of corresponding rounds in the encryption of
data within cryptographic programs [20]. Typical examples of such
cryptographic programs are: AES and TripleDES.
For both SPA and DPA to be successful, it is imperative that the adversary is able to identify the power waveform with encryption rounds.
If one can foil the identification of the power waveform, then the system
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becomes more secure against power wave based side channel attacks.
In this paper, for the first time, we introduce a hardware software
Randomized Instruction inJectIon methoD, RIJID, which scrambles
the power wave so that the adversary is unable to identify specific segments such as encryption rounds within the entire power wave. RIJID
prevents both SPA and DPA attacks by foiling the adversaries’ attempts
to identify power waves corresponding to encryption rounds. It is worth
noting that our method uses real instructions at random places (and
NOT dummy instructions like NOP at fixed places) for the injection.
Since the processor has a pipeline, the power waveform at any point
in time will be contributed to by a number of instructions. Even if the
adversary somehow can remove the points in the power waveform corresponding to inserted instructions, it would be impossible from the resulting waveform to find out what the original power waveform would
have looked like. Since the random bit flips within the random instructions would have corrupted the waveform to such an extent that
statistical correlation for DPA is not possible. In fact it is even difficult
to find the segments corresponding to the sbox rounds in the waveform.
To observe how close is the obfuscated sequence to a random sequence we have defined a new index called the RIJID index which
uses cross-correlation to give us a measure of obfuscation. As far as
we are aware, this is the first time a measure of this type has been proposed. This measure allows us to quickly find the level of obfuscation
needed. To be absolutely certain, one must take electrical power measurements and try to perform DPA on it, which would take a very long
time indeed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates
previous research on side channel attacks, and analyzes previously proposed countermeasures. The key techniques and methodologies are
presented in Section 3. The design flow of RIJID is explained in Section 4. Section 5 explains the important measurements used in this
paper. Section 6 explains the experimental setup used for measurement
and analysis. Results are shown in Section 7. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK

Countermeasures proposed by researchers to prevent power analysis attacks could be divided into different categories such as masking,
non-deterministic processing, current/power flattening, balancing and
circuitry level solutions.
Kocher et. al. [20] proposed a masking technique to add noise into
power lines during measurements, where the adversary needs to acquire
more samples for a successful attack. Masking a computation or an intermediate result (data masking [15]) using random arbitrary values or
functions combining the actual data, is a well known countermeasure.
A random value is used with the actual secure computation to confuse
the adversary such that wrong data values are predicted [5, 7, 24]. The
Duplication Method [10] and Table masking [8] are similar techniques,
dividing the standard sbox table into multiple different tables, where
random values are used for computations. Masking can also be done
to specific critical instructions by replacing them with secure special
instructions [23]. Constant execution path or designing a piece of code
to always yield the same result [3, 20] is another masking technique,
where the adversary will not be able to predict the computations happening inside the system.
Non-Deterministic Processor [13], which uses random selection circuitry, is used to perform random issuing of independent code segments
during runtime. This technique is also one of the better countermeasures, where the adversary cannot predict the instructions if they are executed out-of-order. Irwin et. al. [11] presents a software and hardware
technique for non-deterministic processors, which uses an additional
pipeline stage which performs random operations without modifying
the effective data. A random register renaming technique [14] is proposed for the non-deterministic processor designed in [13], which uses

a logic circuit to rename the internal registers randomly, depending on
the availability, to hide information leaks from secret key computation.
A current flattening technique is proposed by Muresan and Gebotys
[16] to flatten the power wave of a processor.
The secure coprocessor[25], which is designed for AES-based biometric applications, uses a constant power dissipating logic for any bit
transitions. This coprocessor area cost is 3X and power cost is 4X. A
signal suppression technique is proposed by Ratanpal et. al. [22] where
a special circuitry is designed to suppress the current dissipated by the
processor.
A number of researchers have stated that the insertion of dummy
instructions (NOPs) could be a solution to protect systems from side
channel attacks [2, 20], though none to our knowledge have been implemented. Several dummy operation insertion techniques are proposed for ECC cryptosystems to create a constant execution path[3,
9]. Clavier et. al. [6] proposed an improved DPA attack called Sliding
Window DPA (SW-DPA), to bypass the dummy instruction insertion
technique.
As opposed to previous methods, RIJID provides a generalized solution with little human intervention compared to the masking methods
[5, 7, 8, 10, 24], allowing the processor to take care of masking. On
a Simplescalar processor, the additional area cost is just 1.98% compared to the area cost of constant logic chips [25], with an average
energy cost of 27.1% and an average runtime cost of 29.8% compared
to current flattening[16], for six industry standard benchmarks. RIJID
confuses the adversary without flattening the current[16], but scrambling the patterns in the power wave. It can be applied to any vulnerable segment (and is not algorithm dependent like masking techniques
[8, 24]). Dummy instruction insertions can be eliminated using simple time shifting[6], whereas RIJID injects real instructions at random
places a random number of times. Hence the adversary will observe
different power profiles on different tries.
Our Contributions are: (1), For the first time a hardware/software
based randomized instruction injection technique is implemented to insert random real instructions at random places to scramble the power
dissipated by the processor; and (2), a simple mathematical formulation
is introduced (called RIJID Index) based on cross correlation that measures the scrambling provided by our technique. Note that this should
not be used to compare two dissimilar techniques.
The Limitations of our approach are: (1), RIJID needs compiler
support; (2), RIJID is proposed as a design time technique, since RIJID needs hardware changes; and, (3), we assume that our system is self
contained with memory on chip.

3. RIJID FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present an overview of the hardware architecture
for the RIJID framework and the software instrumentation, which is
necessary for starting and stopping the randomization process.

3.1

Software Instrumentation

The software instrumentation for RIJID is performed at compile
time. Figure 1 shows the encryption block of a cryptographic application which has several similar instruction segments (sbox rounds).
Two flag instructions (SET-FLAG and RESET-FLAG) are inserted at
the start and the end of the block as shown in Figure 1, to indicate to
the processor the points to start and stop inserting random instructions
at random places. When the processor fetches a SET-FLAG instruction, it starts generating random instructions and stops when it reads
the RESET-FLAG instruction.
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Figure 2: Random Instruction Injection
Since, execution of an instruction will generally affect the state of the
processor, creating any random instruction will overwrite or edit effective data values. Therefore, only a limited set of instructions is selected
such that, a random register is used and computed with the zero register and the result is written onto the same random register. Since the
R/G selects random instructions from a specific set, it is called a pseudo
random generator. For example, a randomly selected ADD instruction
adds the value in the random register and the zero register and writes
the result back to the same random register. Three different schemes
of inserting random instructions were tried: (1),Instructions with zero
registers; (2),instructions with zero and a fixed register; (3),instructions
with zero and a randomly selected register. The insertions from (1) and
(2) can be identifiable on the power wave, when same instructions are
scheduled due to the lower amount of bit flips, which causes low power
variation. The third scheme (use of random registers for consecutive
random instructions) was the most appropriate for RIJID as it caused
higher power variation due to bit flips in registers [14].

4. DESIGN FLOW
4.1 Software Design Flow

Figure 3(a) depicts the software design flow of the RIJID framework. The source code of a cryptographic application is compiled with
the front-end of a compiler to generate the assembly version of the application (.s files). Critical blocks (blocks with encryption activities)
in the assembly code is instrumented as explained in section 3.1. The
resulting assembly file is assembled and linked to generate the binary
of the application (iBinary in Figure 3(a)). Even though the instrumentation process here is performed manually, it is possible to write a software parser to perform this automatically as explained in section 3.1.
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Figure 1: Software Instrumentation at Compile Time
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Multiple occurrences of a loop containing a set of instructions, which
causes a repeat power sequence template, is a potential place for flag instruction insertion. Recent SPA and DPA attacks reveal that the encryption block which has sbox rounds, is the most critical block [18], which
is selected for random instruction injection in our technique. Programmers decide the blocks upon which to apply flag instructions. However, instrumentation can be automated for any given code, by having
a parser which identifies encryption loops.

3.2

a special register (Flag) is set. The dotted box in Figure 2 shows the
hardware component added for RIJID framework. When Flag is set,
the Random Generator component(R/G) sends a hold (PC Hold’) signal
to the Program Counter (PC) and starts generating random instructions
at random intervals. PC Hold’ from the R/G is ORed with the PC Hold
signal from the controller (CONTR.) before it is connected to the PC.
The random instruction generation performed by R/G is limited by a
pair of boundary values, which are set by the SET-FLAG instruction.
This pair, which we call the injection pair represents: (1) the maximum
number (N) of random instructions to be injected between two regular
instructions when the flag is set; and (2) the maximum number (D) of
regular instructions to be skipped before each injection.
PC Hold’ signal from R/G is switched between on and off for random intervals based on the injection pair. When PC Hold’ is high, the
random instructions (R/I) generated by R/G are sent to the data port of
the instruction register (IR). During hold, instruction which is pointed
to by the PC is refetched from the instruction memory; however, this
instruction is not written into the IR.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the hardware architecture of RIJID framework. When the processor fetches the SET-FLAG instruction,
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4.2 Hardware Design Flow

Figure 3(b) depicts the generation of a processor model which implements the RIJID framework. An additional flag instruction, which
is used as a tag to enable and disable randomization, is combined into
the instruction set architecture (ISA) of the target architecture. The
new instruction is designed such that it sets and resets a flag when it
is executed. This flag is used by the randomized instruction injector to
manage the start and stop of random instruction injection as explained

in section 3.2. Combined ISA is then passed into an automatic processor design tool (ASIPMeister[1]) in Figure 3(b) to generate the RIJID
processor model.
The output of ASIPMeister is a synthesizable VHDL processor model,
which was enhanced by the R/G component (functional unit) as explained in section 3.2. R/G component is designed separately and then
is combined with the processor.

5. RIJID INDEX
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∆f = Ψf,g − ϕf,g,T

(3)

Equation (1) gives the mean of the cross correlation sequence of two
sequences f and g. The number of points in the cross correlated sequence are 2N − 1, where N is the maximum number of points within
the sequences which cross correlate. Equation (2) gives the mean value
of the resulting cross correlation sequence with a number of peaks or
maximum values removed. T opT represents T number of maximum
values in sequence (f ⋆ g)i . Equation (3) defines the mean movement
(difference between the mean before and after top elimination) of a sequence f .
RIJID index = (∆o − ∆z )/(∆o − ∆r )

(4)
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Figure 4: The Process of Measurement on Randomization
The same set of operations are performed for both the original processor with the non instrumented original binary (oBinary) and the
RIJID enabled processor using the instrumented binary(iBinary). Corresponding binaries and synthesized processor models (Synopsys Design Compiler® is used for synthesis) are simulated together in ModelSim ® hardware simulator, which generates the stimulus wave with
switching information. Using ModelSim® simulator, the execution
trace is verified and extracted for future use.
The runtime of each execution is also measured using ModelSim® simulator. The power values are measured using PrimePower® which gives the measurements
in watts(W ). The address(Addr) and instruction opcode (Data) of
instruction memory (Imem) are extracted from the execution trace
as shown in Figure 4. Perl scripts are used to combine the Imem
(Addr,Data) and power values(Power) taken from PrimePower® , which
helps to map the power values for each instruction of the program execution. Matlab® is used to analyze and plot the combined data. RIJID
index from the power sequences is calculated by implementing necessary functions in Matlab® .
The experiments demonstrated in this paper are performed for the
cryptographic applications implemented in C language. A detailed explanation of the experiment on the TripleDES application is presented
and the results of other applications are tabulated. Dissipated power
waves are observed by running the encryption programs for specific
keys and different data.

7. RESULTS
7.1 RIJID index Vs Runtime Overhead

Figure 5 shows the variation of RIJID index and runtime overhead
for TripleDES program, when the injection pair (N,D) is varied. As
expected, the runtime increases for each case when N increases, and
decreases when D increases for each N.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, the main components used for experimentation and
the process of randomization measurement is explained. The RIJID
framework is implemented in a processor with PISA (Portable Instruction Set Architecture) instruction set (as implemented in SimpleScalar™
tool set with a six stage pipeline) processor without cache. Figure 4
shows the process of measuring RIJID index, using the original and
scrambled code. Programs in C are compiled using GNU/GCC® cross
compiler for the PISA instruction set. Original binary (oBinary) is produced from the original code of the program, which does not have the
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RIJID index ( 0 ≤ RIJID index ≤ 1), as defined in Equation (4),
uses the mean movements of the Original (∆o ), Obfuscated(∆z ) and
Random(∆r ) sequences. The original sequence is used to form a related measure, where mean movement differences between the original
sequence with obfuscated and random sequences are used. RIJID index
reaches the value of one when the mean movement of the obfuscated
sequence equals the mean movement of the random sequence. Such
case gets the best scrambling from the RIJID processor, where the
dissipated power sequence appears as a random sequence(that is, no
expected templates exist). The higher the RIJID index of a power sequence, the higher the masking.
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In our framework, RIJID index is used as a measure to evaluate
the randomization provided by random code injection to scramble a repeating pattern(template) in a power sequence. This is a simple mathematical method, where the vulnerability of a power sequence can be
quickly predicted using RIJID index instead of taking practical measurements and analyzing the electric waves. Our framework: (1), analyzes the original power sequence and extracts a template; and (2), uses
RIJID index as a measure to compute the randomization provided in
the scrambled power sequence.
When a single occurrence (a template) of a repeating sequence is
cross correlated [19] with the original sequence, significant peaks will
appear in the output at places where the template matches with the original sequence.
When the significant peaks are removed from the cross correlated
wave(called top elimination) the resulting mean is moved by a certain
amount. Such mean movement for the cross-correlated sequences between the template and both the obfuscated sequence and the random
sequence is less compared to the movement in original sequence, because there are no significant peaks. Since the random sequence does
not have any correlation with the template, the random sequence has
less movement than obfuscated sequence
The same number of significant peaks (decided using the template
and the original sequence) are removed in all three sequences (Original,
Random and Obfuscated) and the mean movement differences are used
to find the RIJID index. RIJID index will give us a measure of how
much the vulnerable sequence with template is obfuscated compared to
a random sequence.

ϕf,g,T =

randomization technique applied. Instrumented binary (iBinary) is produced as explained in Section 4.1. ASIP Meister[1], an automatic ASIP
design tool is used to generate synthesizable VHDL description of the
processor as explained in Section 4.2.

injection pair

Figure 5: RIJID index and runtime overhead on TripleDES
The maximum RIJID index values from Figure 5 are produced for
the injection pair (3,5) and (5,5) of values 0.9158 and 0.9157 with runtime overheads of 14.5% and 25.9% respectively. When the (N,D) pair
is small, the possible combinations of injections are small and similar
patterns may start to appear after several tries. Therefore we decided to
have (N,D) = (5,5) as the most suitable injection pair as it will produce
more permutations than (N,D)= (3,5).
Equation 5 shows the lower bound of the power pattern permutations of a single TripleDES round (which has the original size of 115
instructions, and six is the number of available instruction types which
are randomly injected). The lower bound number is due to the fact that
we have not taken into account the random register values and random
registers used in the injected instructions.
C=(

N
X
k=1

115
6!
)D
(6 − k)!
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(a)Zero Registers

(a)Zero Registers

The possible number of waveforms for a single round of TripleDES
is approximately 2240 when using (N,D)= (5,5) and 2170 when using
(N,D)= (3,5).
The other injection pairs ((N,D) > (6,8)) are not tested since they
will increase overhead without providing far greater scrambling.
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RIJID on other cryptographic applications

RIJID is applied to different encryption programs and the results
are tabulated in Table 1, where column 1 and 2 gives the N, D pair,
Columns 3, 5, 7 gives the RIJID index for RSA, IDEA, and RC4 algorithms, and columns 4, 6, 8 and refer the runtime overheads. The results show that RSA gets the highest RIJID index when using (N,D)=
(3,3) with a runtime overhead of 32.97% as injection pair, and (5,5)
for IDEA and RC4 with a runtime overhead of 12.16% and 26.45%,
respectively. Only the injection pairs of interest(from (3,3) to (6,6)) are
shown in Table 1.
N

D

3
4
5
6

3
4
5
6

RSA
index
% OH
0.9998
32.97
0.9896
15.88
0.9511
6.38
0.9607
11.76

IDEA
index
% OH
0.7204
8.5
0.7475
10.6
0.9738
12.16
0.7571
12.58

RC4
index
% OH
0.9908
24.67
0.9523
26.25
0.9998
26.45
0.9364
24.80

Table 1: Runtime Overheads and RIJID index for cryptographic
programs
The injection pair of (5,5) is considered to be the best choice to implement RIJID in all of these three applications, since it scrambles
sufficiently, without too much overhead.

7.3

Energy Overhead

The average energy values for the original and scrambled (with Injection Pair 5,5) encryption blocks for different encryption programs
are tabulated in Table 2. Since the maximum scrambling takes place
using an Injection Pair value of (5,5) as presented in Table 1, the average energy values are calculated for (5,5) and the overheads are decided
with the values of original encryption block.
Original
Obfuscated(5,5)
Overhead(%)

RSA
(µJ)
0.96
1.08
12.5

RC4
(µJ)
23.0
30.8
38.2

IDEA
(µJ)
5.8
6.9
18.9

T-DES
(µJ)
13.1
15.6
19.1

Rijndael
(µJ)
20.7
22.2
7.2

Blowfish
(µJ)
475.7
701.4
47.4

Table 2: Energy Overhead for Injection Pair (5,5)
In all cases energy increases slightly, attributable to the increase in
runtime.

7.4

Hardware Overhead

An additional functional unit is created for the random instruction
generation (R/G as explained in Section 3.2). Our RIJID processor
costs an additional 1.98% area overhead when compared with the normal processor without RIJID, as shown in Table 3. The clock period
remains the same for the RIJID processor as the original processor.
Normal Processor
RIJID Processor
Overhead(%)

Area
(cell)
111,188
113,393
1.98

Clock Period
(ns)
41.33
41.33
0

Table 3: Hardware Overheads
RIJID provides less hardware overheads when compared to other
hardware designs, such as the secure coprocessor proposed by Tiri et.
al. [25] which costs three times increase in area.

7.5

Varying the Instruction Injection

Figure 6(a) depicts the variation of power values when using the
same random instruction injection, but using: 1) immediate operands
in the random instructions which are set to zero; 2) registers which do
not change during the injection for a given random instruction (thus,
injected ADD will always work with a fixed register); and 3) random
registers with random immediate operand in the injected instructions.
When similar instructions are injected next to each other (circled in
the Figure 6(a)) due to the values scheduled by the random generator, a
constant power tends to be seen for the zero register and fixed register
cases. This is because of insufficient bit flips inside registers to cause
a significant change in the power consumption. The constant power
is changed by using random register writes as shown in the figure and
by causing random bit flips inside registers. This figure is a simple
demonstration to show that the greater the randomization the better.
Figure 6(b) shows the power profile for the same instruction segment
as the segment shown in Figure 6(a) with a different seed value. As
from the figures, the power profile significantly varies when changing
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Figure 6: Register Types on Injected Instructions
the seed of the random generator for the random register case. The seed
is designed to be changed every time the program executes. Therefore
the adversary will observe different power profiles for different tries
which makes it harder to determine the injected instructions.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a randomized instruction injection technique
(RIJID) to prevent side channel attacks. Random number of real instructions at random places are injected during the runtime of the processor to scramble the power wave, so that adversaries cannot extract
any useful information by observing the power wave leakage from the
processor.
A new pattern matching methodology is used to measure the degree of randomization to identify suitable injection values. The RIJID
processor consumes an area overhead of 1.98%, an average runtime
overhead of 29.8% and an average energy overhead of 27.1%.
Our technique can be used to prevent several side channel attacks
such as Power Analysis (SPA and DPA), Electro magnetic analysis
(SEMA and DEMA). Future work includes designing a signature-based
smart processor for the random instruction injection to avoid software
instrumentation and a hardware logic to execute the independent code
segments using the injected random instructions.
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